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Field Measurements

Flares in the upstream oil and gas (UOG) industry are an important, yet poorly quantified source of

black carbon (BC) emissions with extensive climate and public health implications. Accurate

estimation of flare BC emissions to support informed policy decisions, climate modeling, and new

international reporting regulations under the Gothenburg protocol is a critical challenge. Despite the

present knowledge that BC emissions vary with quantifiable flare metrics, single-valued BC emission

factors (EFs) are generally used in inventory and modelling efforts1. To better predict flare BC

emissions in industry, a scaling parameter based on easily quantified flare metrics that correlate with

flare BC emissions is needed.

Experiments were performed at the Carleton University Flare Facility to examine the effects of

flow/operating conditions and flare gas composition on BC emissions from buoyant turbulent

diffusion flames burning fuel mixtures representative of the UOG flaring. Emitted BC was measured

via thermal-optical analysis, permitting the calculation of BC yield (emissions per volume of flare gas)

by correcting for dilution2 and particle losses3 in the sampling system. Experiments considered six

flare stack sizes (ID: 12.7−76.2 mm or ½−3"), stack exit velocities up to 9.5 m/s, and twelve flare gas

mixtures. A criterion related to combustion sub-regimes4 was first identified that isolates unique

trends in BC emissions with operating conditions. BC emission rates in each sub-regime were then

well-predicted by new empirical models based on simple scaling parameters describing flame

volumetric flow and global mixing rates. In the Canadian context, measured BC emissions were

found to be significantly over-estimated by simple emission factors commonly used in pollutant

inventories.
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Laboratory Experiments
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• Flare black carbon (BC) emission factors are 

commonly single-valued despite known variability 

with flare gas composition2,3 and flame 

aerodynamics4.

• Field and laboratory data imply that the CAPP BC 

emission factor (2.5632 grams of BC / m3 flare 

gas) over-estimates BC emissions for western 

Canadian upstream flaring.

• Sensitivity of BC emissions to operating 

conditions further complicates modelling 
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Globally representative 

flare gas compositions 

derived from field data 

bound those expected in 

the upstream industry

Studied Flare Gas Compositions BC Yield Calculation

• Flares of up to 2.2 m in length were 

created from circular stacks of 

12.7 to 76.2 mm ID (½ to 3")

• Flow rates of 13 to 275 liters per minute 

(up to 0.4 E3M3/day) produce flames 

spanning different combustion regimes 

thought to influence BC emissions

Test Matrix

• BC mass concentration in 

exhaust is measured using a 

thermal/optical carbon analyzer

• Mass concentration is corrected 

for dilution of the exhaust hood 

using a carbon balance method2

to provide BC yield
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Existing flare black carbon emission 

factors drastically overestimate BC 

emissions for Canada’s upstream industry
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• Observed trends in flare BC emissions depend on the 

combustion regime of the flare, which is sensitive to 

both gas composition and operating conditions

• Smaller-scale (low exit velocity) flares exist in a 

newly-defined extended “transition buoyant” regime 

while larger-scale (high exit velocity) flares are in a 

“transition shear” regime

• Regime-dependent trends are well captured by 

simple power-law models (example shown for 

“heavy” Alberta mixture):

Transition Buoyant Regime

Absolute BC emissions increase with flow rate

Transition Shear Regime

Relative BC emissions decrease with global mixing rate

Regimes separated by

slanted red line. 

Transition Shear

Transition Buoyant

• Comparison of the models with current EF for a flare 

burning “median” Alberta mixture for assumed 

diameter of 6 inches. 

• Resulting BC emission factor models (blue) are 

notably lower than the CAPP emission factor5

(black), but agree quite well with laboratory6 (green) 

and field7 (red) data

Field Measurements using Sky-LOSA7

Existing Emission Factor Models

• The present model and two field measured data 

points7 in the transition buoyant regime agree within 

measurement uncertainties

• Transition shear model tends to under-estimate field 

data6 when extrapolating to higher flow rates. 

• Further field measurements are needed to constrain 

the model


